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Scandinavian ski traverse 1973-7
Alan Blackshaw

Over the past 4 years I have had the extremely interesting and enjoyable experi
ence of ski-ing the whole length of Scandinavia, from the N to the S tip of Norway,
a distance of some 2500km. Much of this was over mountain terrain since we chose
the most interesting route compatible with our need to cover long daily distances
(mostly 35-45km but with some up to 55km), including ascents of Raisduod
darhaldde, Kebnekaise, and Glittertind, the highest peaks in Finland, Sweden and
Norway respectively.

Most of it was very remote, but especially the N part which lies beyond the
Arctic Circle, so we had to be self-sufficient in every way, carrying loads of over
20kg initially, reducing as we got into more inhabited country further S. We al
ways carried camping gear not only to guarantee our overnight accommodation,
particularly in storm or thaw conditions; but also in case of accident so that we
could succour the injured member for the 2 or 3 days which it might have taken to
obtain help.

The various stages have been well described in articles by Wg Cdr Philip Pinney
and Robin Day in Ski Survey (see summary); so the purpose of the present article is
more to give an overall picture and draw some main conclusions of possible
interest to other Nordic ski-mountaineering parties.

It would have been attractive in many ways to do the whole jo.urney in one go,
as in the case of our ski traverse of the Alps from Austria to France in 1972 (AJ 78
13); but this would have taken almost 3 months, which was not feasible for work
reasons. So instead we did it in 4 stages of3 weeks each, returning on each occasion
to our exact terminal point of the previous year to start the next phase. We decided
to eschew mechanical transport so far as possible; and in fact skied or walked the
whole distance except for about 5km trying to find accommodation at Skoganvarre
on our first day, and about 40km along the snow-less valley from Otta to
Randsverk on the last section. Happily there was generally adequate snow cover
between 800m and 1200m, which was our normal travelling altitude, so we were al
most always able to ski rather than walk.

One particular difficulty, especially on the first stage in the far N, was the lack of
reliable information as to the best route and possible accommodation, which was
exacerbated in some cases by the age of the maps (though on the second and third
stages the Swedish I: 100,000 Nya Fjallkartan proved excellent). Doubtless this was
partly due to the continuous nature of our journey which meant that we had to
cross very considerable areas, normally little visited, so as to link up the better
known regions. In these latter however (notably on the King's rQute Abisko
Kvikkjokk, the Jotunheim, the Hardangervidda and the Heiene) there were
excellent huts owned mainly by the Swedish Touring Federation (STF) or the
Norwegian Touring Federation (DNT), both of which organizations also proved to
be invaluable sources of information for these areas. Elsewhere, we stayed wherever
we could, sometimes in the occasional hotel or pension, but more often in remote
farm-houses (where we were exceptionally kindly treated), hunting shelters, or
Lapp huts. If necessary we camped, using our Ultimate Equipment pyramid tents
(adapted to use skis for poles), which were very light, reliable and warm, and
Swedish methylated spirit stoves.
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SCANDINAVIAN SKI TRAVERSE 1973-7

Navigation could be a serious problem in bad weather, especially in the feature
less N and central areas, and we had to develop a particular eye for features which
would be insignificant by alpine standards, such as streams and small lakes
obscured by snow, or old tracks sometimes a foot or so below the surface. Michael
Lowe, who along with myself was theonly member of the various parties to do all 4
sections (though Robin Day did 3), made a major contribution to our success here
by invariably finding exactly the right route.

We used Nordic skis and Kandahar cable bindings (with completely free heel)
throughout and found them very satisfactory once we got used to them. The wide
military skis were excellent in the N and central areas where because of the cold we
were almost always able to use green or blue Nordic waxes (we never used skins);
but from Ammarnas onwards I also found the Trak No-Wax mountain ski (fish
scale plastic base with light metal edges) excellent for its speed and grip in a wide
variety of snow and ice conditions and temperatures, despite its narrower width
which was a disadvantage in really deep soft snow. We found Nordic ski-sticks
preferable to Alpine ones, both because of their better balance and because the very
sharp points gave a better push on ice. We always used Nordic mountain ski
touring boots with strong but flexible soles and uppers, since these gave the
necessary warmth, stability and edge control; but sometimes we had to protect
them from cold or damp with thin rubber overboots or canvas bags. Among the
rest of our gear the Ultimate Equipment thermal cagoules (foam-lined) proved in
valuable against cold (we encountered down to -30°C in daytime on the third
stage) and wind, as they had done also on our ski traverse of the Alps; and the
Berghaus Cyclops rucksacks, with their well-balanced anatomical shape and sub
stantial waistbelts, minimized the load on hard-working shoulders.

I should make it clear that part of the inspiration of our journey came from Col
Patrick Lort-Phillips who had himself attempted the journey S to N, unsuccess
fully in 1971 (see Ski-Survey.September and October 1972); and who gave us a good
deal of help in the initial planning, thus enabling us to get successfully started on
this rather unusual kind of ski-touring, with all the problems it posed of novelty and
of lack of information.

We found most of the journey of real interest and I personally would not have
missed any of it-indeed I hope to return again whenever possible to make subsi
diary journeys forsaken on our main traverse. However few would want to repeat
the whole route, so the comments below are confined to a general description
which might be of use to those wishing to select parts of it; the su~mary gives addi
tional detail.

Finnmarksvidda and Raisduoddarhaldde This section, from Skoganvarre to
Kilpisjarvi, was outstanding for its remoteness and for many Lapps we met either
out in the open (mostly looking after reindeer) or in small settlements, much the
most important of which was Kautokeino the Norwegian capital of the Lapps. We
found this journey, and the extension S to Abisko, fairly rugged, partly because we
took a cross-country route which led us away from the established routes and
involved camping for about half the time. However it would probably be possible
to do worthwhile trips without camping by crossing the Finnmarksvidda E-W
(from Karasjok to Alta); by taking a more S direct route from Kautokeino to
Kilpisjarvi; and by going further W between Kilpisjarvi and Abisko, where there are
DNT huts.
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) 5 On the approach to Raisduoddarhaldde, Lappland (This and next three photos: Alan Blackshawl

)6 Lapp hut at Lietit-jaure, Sorek, Sweden



SCANDINAVIAN SKI TRAVERSE 1973-7

The King's route, Kebnekaise and Sarek Apart from the Jotunheim and
Hardangervidda (see below), this was the most mountainous and scenic part of our
whole journey. The King's route itself goes from Abisko to Ammarnas (or by
extension to Tarnaby) and has excellent STF huts virtually continuously from
Abisko to Kvikkjok, and other accommodation thereafter; as the huts are only
about 20km apart we normally found it possible to do 2 a day, sometimes with a
half-way halt at one of them (we invariably started at dawn, around 5 or 6am, so
that we could finish the day early). We varied the King's route somewhat; first by
climbing Kebnekaise, and secondly by crossing part of the Sarek Park from Suorva
via Perikjaure and Skarjakatan to Partestugorna. This journey through the Sarek
was a magnificent experience with many very beautiful and rarely visited peaks; and
a feeling of considerable isolation, doubtless enhanced by the virtual absence of
accommodation apart from the occasional Lapp hut. It was reassuring on this
section to have a particularly strong party, which apart from Michael Lowe and
Robin Day, included Peter CJiff and Dan Drew both of whom had also done the ski
tJ'averse of the Alps in 1972.

Central Sweden and Norway: Tarnaby to Folldall This was the longest section of
our journey (around 500 miles); and although it did not give any outstanding
mountain country, there were many long days over undulating hills or along major
lakes. The areas between Tarnaby and Klimpuall and between Kolasen and Storlien
were particularly worth while, but I also much enjoyed the crossing from Jule to
Sandviken on Lake Torrojen.

The Rondane Park gave us a one-day crossing of exceptional beauty, but clearly
merits a more extended visit, with the possibility also of tours N to Snohetta or S to
Lillehammer.

The Jotunheim We had originally planned to climb both Glittertind and
Galdhoppigen, but because of bad weather just did the former. We found it a
gentle ascent on ski from the Glitterheim hut to the summit shoulder, followed by
an easy climb along the summit ridge with crampons, but made difficult on this
occasion by a rapidly worsening blizzard; our descent gave several miles of
continuous running through the storm, using stem-Christiania turns, where our
mountain skis and heavy Nordic boots proved very effective. There appear to be
quite a number of peaks giving similar possibilities, so this was probably the best
area we saw for ski-mountaineering, panicularly when its easy accessibility and
plentiful huts are taken into account. We were there in the second half of March,
which meant that we had the huts virtually to ourselves: it would be a different
matter over Easter when they can evidently be overcrowded.

The Hardangervidda Gave excellent touring from hut to hut, usually along
marked tracks, though on one occasion (Sandhaug to Hellevassbu via Hansbu) we
made our own route over the hills to save time. There are many possible tours
not only N-S but also E-W, and I thought this probably the best region for long
distance Nordic touring in high undulating mountain country, without serious
difficulties in good weather.

The Heiene, to the S of the Hardangervidda, provided a splendid final stage, with a
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J 7 Above Krokvatnet in the Setesdals Heiene, Norway
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-
J Approaching the Undelmuthytta in the ByUre Helme, orway

profu ion of high rounded hill which ometime gave ompli ated navigation.
Again there were track and well- tocked huts (provided by the Stavanger and
Kri tiansand tourist organizations); but it i possible to make our own route over
the hills sometime, a we did for the day from Bleskestadmoen to the

ndeknuthytta, which proved to be an e:,ceptionally fine ordic mountain
journey.

In conclusion, I hope that this hort account may erve to draw the attention of ki
mountaineer to the uperbly remote mountain ski-touring which may be found in
many of the le er known parts of Scandinavia such a Finnmark, Sarek, the
Rondane and the Heiene, in addition to the better-known Jotunheim and
Hardangervidda. During our journey we aw ome ski-tourer between Abisko
and Kebnekai e, and in theJotunheim and Hardangervidda; but otherwi ewe aw
pracricall no one in the mountain them elve apart from the Lapps in the and
the occa ional farmer, forester or cu tom /policeman further S. For my elf, I
remember countle s snowy mountain, steep and gentle slope, va t frozen lakes,
huge forests, many different kinds of snow and ice, the great friendliness and kind
ne of the 10 al people, but mo t of all a truly peaceful remotene s which it elf
made each journey worth while many times over.
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Summary

Four linked ski-journeys from near the northern to near the southern tip of Norway
via Norway, Finland and Sweden.

5-20 April 1973. Through Northern Lappland to Abisko via the Finnmarksvidda
Banak-Skoganvarre-Stippanavzze*-Mollisjok-Suodnjo-Kautokeino (2
nigh ts)-Raisjavrre" -Laddojavrre" -Raisduoddarhaldde 1365m" -Kilpisjarvi (2
nights, ascent of Saana)-Kummavuopio-Rastojaure*-Vuos·kojaure-Tor
netrask"-Abisko. About 450km. Party: Philip Pinney (leader) (to Kilpisjarvi); Alan
Blackshaw; Malcolm Greenwood; Michael Lowe; David Schonhut; Kas Taylor.
Reference: Ski Survey October 1973.

6-23 April 1975. Through Swedish Lappland to Ammarnas via the King's rome,
Kebnekaise and Sarek Abisko-Alesjaure-Salkastugorna-Kebnekaise moun
tain station (2 nights, ascent of Kebnekaise 2117m)-Teusajaurestugorna-jorta
jaure':' -Perikjaure-Rapasalet':' (via Skarjakatn)-Partestugorna-Kvikkjokk
VasterQall (after crossing Arctic Circle) (2 nightsl-Vuonatjviken-jackvik
Adolfsstrom-Seijejaure-Ammarnas. About 600km. Party: Blackshaw; Peter Cliff
(to Kvikkjokk); Robin Day; Dan Drew (to Kvikkjokkl; Lowe. Reference: Ski Survey
New year 1976.

6-28 March 1976. Ammarnas to Folldall Ammarnas-Bjellojaure-Tarnaby
Virisen- Graipesliden- Klimpfjall-Ankarvannet- Gaddede (2 nights)
Akavamet-jule-Holmtjernelva"-Sandviken-Kol,lsen-Medstugan-Storlien

(2 nights stay at Are)-Ostby-Nordpa-Storvollen-Brennbakken-Savalen
Grimsbu (near Folldall). About 850km. Party: Blackshaw; Day; Lowe.
Reference: Ski Survey Winter 1976.

12 March-I April 1977. Rondane Park jotunheim, Hardangervidda and
Heiene Grimsbu-Straumbu-Mysuseter-Randsverk (from Ona by bus)
Glitterheim (2 nights, ascent of Glittertind 2470m)-Gjendebu-Nystuen

Sulebu-Bjordalsbu-Geiterygghytta-Finse-Bj oreidal *-Sandhaug-H elle
vassbu-Haukeliseter-Bleskestadmoen-Undeknuthytta-Kringlevasshytta (2
nights, stormboundl-Adneram. About 550km. Party: Blackshaw; Day; Terry
Hardey; Lowe. Reference: Ski Survey October 1977.

The places named above were overnight stops except for Banak and Grimsbu
which we passed through; " = tented camp. The dates given exclude travelling time
to and from the area in each case.
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